Abstract. We consider the computation of min-cost paths in time-dependent networks, whose arcs obey continuous, piecewise-linear, periodic, FIFO-abiding, arc-cost functions of the actual time of usage of each arc. Computing time-dependent min-cost paths in such networks for all possible times is a rather tough challenge, since it has space-complexity of (1 + K * ) · n Θ(log n) , where n is the number of vertices and K * is the number of concavity-spoiling breakpoints in the arc-cost functions. If (1 + ε)-approximate min-cost paths are acceptable, then a recent result showed that time-dependent oracles can be computed in O n 2−a (K * + 1) space, for some a ∈ (0, 1), and are able to answer queries (under certain conditions) in O n b time, for some b ∈ (0, 1). When K * ∈ o(n), the oracle can be fine-tuned so that both the query time is sublinear and the space is subquadratic in n.
complete treatment for the continuous case, considering various limitations in the waiting-times at the nodes of the network, was provided in [15] . An algorithm was also given for T DSP (o, d, t o ) in the continuous case, whose complexity cannot be bounded by a function of the network topology. An excellent overview of the problem is provided in [22] . Among other results, it was proved that for affine arc-cost functions possessing the FIFO property (i.e., all arc-cost functions are increasing), in addition to TDD, a time-dependent variant of the label-correcting Bellman-Ford algorithm works. Moreover, if waiting-at-nodes is forbidden and the arc-costs do not preserve the FIFO property, then subpath-optimality of shortest paths is not necessarily preserved. In such a case, many variants of the problem are also NP-hard [25] . Additionally, when shortest path costs are well defined and optimal waiting-times at nodes always exist, a non-FIFO arc with unrestricted-waiting-at-tail policy is equivalent to a FIFO arc in which waiting at the tail is not beneficial [22] . For these reasons, we focus here on instances for which the FIFO property holds, as indeed is the case with most of past and recent work.
The complexity of the T DSP (o, d) variant, first questioned in [7, 8, 9] , remained open until recently, when it was solved by a seminal work [14] which, for FIFO-abiding, pwl arc-cost functions, showed that the problem of succinctly representing a time-dependent shortest path function D[o, d] for a single origin-destination pair (o, d) has space complexity (1 + K) · n Θ(log n) , where n is the number of vertices and K is the total number of breakpoints (or legs) of all the arc-cost functions. Note that K can be substituted by the number K * of concavity-spoiling breakpoints of the arc-cost functions (i.e., breakpoints at which the arc-cost slopes increase). Several output sensitive algorithms for the exact computation of D [o, d] have been presented [9, 10, 14, 22] , with the most efficient ones being those in [10, 14] .
Due to the hardness of T DSP (o, d), even for FIFO-abiding instances, and also since the timedependent arc-costs are typically only (e.g., piecewise linear) approximations of the actual costs, it is quite natural to seek for succinct representations of approximations to D [o, d] , which can trade-off accuracy for computational effort. A one-to-one (i.e., for a single (o, d) pair) approximation algorithm for computing a D[o, d] function was provided in [10] . That algorithm requires O [18] . That algorithm, called the bisection method (BIS), is based on bisecting the common departure-time axis for a given origin and all possible destinations, when the arc-cost metric satisfies a slightly stricter assumption than just the FIFO property. BIS requires O K * ε max d∈V log T ·(Λmax+1) εD min [o,d] max d∈V log [o,d] calls to T DSP (o, , t o ), where Λ max is the maximum slope among the time-dependent shortest path functions of the instance at hand.
The problem of providing oracles for time-dependent networks had received no attention until recently [18] . A time-dependent oracle is a data structure that allows the efficient evaluation of D[o, d](t o ) for any (o, d) ∈ V × V and any given departure time t o . Note that this is different from just having a succinct representation of D [o, d] , as an outcome of T DSP (o, d), and then run TDD. A time-dependent oracle entails the existence of a data structure that can be precomputed efficiently (i.e., in subquadratic time and space), as well as the existence of a query algorithm with sublinear time complexity and provably good approximation guarantee for computing D[o, d](t o ). Note that there exist important applied work (speedup techniques) for developing time-dependent shortest path heuristics (e.g., [5, 11, 12, 20] ), which however provide mainly empirical evidence on the success of the adopted approaches.
The first time-dependent oracles were provided in [18] . In particular, it was proved that timedependent oracles can be computed in O n 2−a (K * + 1) space, for some a ∈ (0, 1), and are able to answer queries (under certain conditions) in O n b time, for some b ∈ (0, 1). When K * ∈ o(n), the oracle can be fine-tuned so that both the query time becomes sublinear and the space subquadratic in n. In [17] , an extensive experimental evaluation of those oracles was conducted on a real-world road network [1] , that showed the practicality of the approach at the expense of large memory consumption.
The main challenge is to provide oracles for time-dependent networks, which achieve (i) subquadratic preprocessing space and time independent of K * , which in general may be Θ(n), and (ii) query-response times sublinear, not only in the worst-case (i.e., in n), but also in the number Γ of settled vertices using Dijkstra's algorithm until the destination is settled (Dijkstra-rank).
1.2. Our contributions. In this work, we address positively the aforementioned challenge. In particular, we provide:
(i) A novel efficient algorithm (TRAP) for constructing one-to-all (1 + ε)-summaries of the timedependent shortest path functions. TRAP requires at most 1 +
The novelty of this algorithm is that it does not demand the concavity of the unknown function to approximate, and that the constructed functions have a succinct representation which is independent of K * .
(ii) The FLAT oracle, which combines TRAP along with the one-to-all approximation algorithm BIS, to construct summaries from randomly selected landmarks towards all reachable destinations. The preprocessed data structure achieves space O n 2−δ polylog(n) , for some δ ∈ (0, 1), i.e., subquadratic and independent of K * , while still enjoying a query-time of O n b for some b ∈ (0, 1). (iii) The HORN oracle, which organises a geometrically decreasing hierarchy of landmarks, from local landmarks possessing summaries only for small neighborhoods of destinations around them, up to global landmarks possessing summaries for all reachable vertices. The time and space requirements of HORN are again subquadratic and analogous to those of FLAT within polylogarithmic factors. We then devise and analyse a novel query algorithm, which exploits the landmark hierarchy to provide a query-time of O Γ b , for some b ∈ (0, 1), that is, sublinear in the actual Dijkstra-rank of the query at hand.
Except for the choice of landmarks, all of our algorithms are deterministic. We conducted an experimental study on real-world networks (cf. Appendix E) that demonstrates an excellent performance of the new oracles in practice. In particular, the TRAP method contributes significantly in memory savings, the query algorithms of the new oracles FLAT and HORN are more than 1200 times faster than TDD and 77% faster than the oracles in [17, 18] , and achieve similar stretch factors.
Preliminaries

Notation and Terminology. For any integer
We consider a directed graph G = (V, A) with |V | = n vertices and |A| = m arcs, where arc a ∈ A is accompanied with a continuous, periodic (with time period T ), pwl arc-cost function defined as follows:
, for some fixed integer M a denoting the maximum possible cost ever seen for arc a. Let also M = max a∈A M a denote the maximum arc-cost ever seen in the entire network. The minimum arc-cost ever seen in the entire network is also normalized to 1. Since every D[a] is periodic, continuous and pwl function, it can be represented succinctly by a number K a of breakpoints defining d [a] . Let K = a∈A K a denote the number of breakpoints to represent all the arc-cost functions in G, K max = max a∈A K a , and let K * be the number of concavity-spoiling breakpoints, i.e., the ones in which the arc-cost function slopes increase. Clearly, K * ≤ K, and K * = 0 for concave arc-cost functions.
To ease the exposition and also being compliant with terminology in previous work (inspired by the primary application scenario of route planning in time-dependent road networks), we will consider, in the rest of the paper, arc-costs as arc-travel-times, and time-dependent shortest paths as minimumtravel-time paths. This terminology facilitates the following definitions.
The arc-arrival-time function of an arc a ∈ A is defined as Arr[a](t) = t + D[a](t), ∀t ∈ [0, ∞). The path-arrival-time function of a path p = a 1 , . . . , a k in G (represented as a sequence of arcs) is the composition
) of the arc-arrival-time functions for the constituent arcs. The path-travel-time function is then
For any pair of vertices (o, d) ∈ V × V , let P o,d be the set of od-paths in G. For a pair of paths p ∈ P u,x and q ∈ P x,v , s = p • q ∈ P u,v is the concatenation of the two paths at vertex x. The earliest-arrival-time function is defined as
is the number of settled vertices up to d, when growing a TDD ball from (o, t o ). 
2.2.
Assumptions on the time-dependent arc-cost metric. The characteristics of directedness and time-dependence in the underlying network imply an asymmetric distance metric that also evolves with time. To achieve a smooth transition from static and undirected graphs towards time-dependent and directed graphs, we need a quantification of the degrees of asymmetry and evolution in our metric. These are captured via the steepness of the minimum-travel-time functions, via the ratio of minimum-travel-times in opposite directions, as well as by the relation between graph expansion and travel-times, which in turn provide the desired quantification through certain parameters.
We make some assumptions on the values of these parameters that seem quite natural for the main application scenario we consider (route planning in urban-traffic road networks), and which are verified by an experimental analysis (details in Appendix B). Here we only present a qualitative interpretation of them. We need also to quantify the correlation between the arc-cost metric and the Dijkstra-rank metric induced by it. For this reason, inspired by the notion of the doubling dimension (e.g., [3] and references therein), we consider some scalar λ ≥ 1 and functions f, g : N → [1, ∞), such that the following hold:
This property trivially holds, e.g., for λ = 1, f (n) = n, and g(n) = diam(G, D). Of course, our interest is for the smallest possible values of λ and at the same time the slowest-growing functions f (n), g(n). Our last assumption exactly quantifies the boundedness of this correlation by restricting λ, f (n) and g(n). In particular:
Assumption 2.4. For the graph G = (V, A) and the time-dependent arc-cost metric D that we consider, it holds that there exist (constant) λ ∈ O(1) and f (n), g(n) ∈ polylog(n) such that (i)
Note that static oracles related to the notion of doubling dimension (e.g., [3] ), demand a constant value for the exponent λ of the expansion, as we do. The notion of expansion that we consider introduces some additional slackness, by allowing some divergence from the corresponding powers by polylogarithmic factors of the network size.
In the rest of the paper, unless otherwise stated, we consider time-dependent networks with m ∈ O(n) which are compliant with Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4. For convenience, the notation used throughout the paper is summarized in Appendix A.
The TRAP approximation method
Assume having a landmark vertex ∈ L and a subinterval of departure-times [t s , t f = t s + τ ) ⊆ [0, T ), for some (small) positive real 0 < τ < T . We provide a novel algorithm, which we call the Trapezoidal method (TRAP), for computing one-to-all approximations
It is mentioned that, contrary to the BIS approximation algorithm proposed in [18] , no assumption is made on the shapes of the unknown min-cost functions to approximate within [t s , t f ). In particular, no assumption is made on them being concave. TRAP only exploits the fact that τ is indeed small, along with Assumption 2. Figure 1 in the appendix provides a visualization of all the above mentioned quantities, as well as the upper-and lower-approximating functions returned by TRAP within [t s , t f ). The following lemma provides a sufficient condition for
For a given value τ > 0 and landmark , the set of "faraway" destinations, is defined as follows:
(1+1/ε)Λmax . The next theorem proves that TRAP provides a valid (1 + ε)-upper-approximation ∆[ , v] for all "faraway" destinations from , and also estimates the preprocessing space per landmark, and total preprocessing time requirements of the algorithm.
Theorem 3.1. Let τ ∈ (0, T ) and ∆[ , v] be the concatenation of the upper-approximating functions that TRAP returns for a given pair ( , v) ∈ L×V and all subintervals
breakpoints for its representation. The construction of all traveltime summaries for requires at most 1 +
Proof of Theorem 3. As for the space requirements for storing ∆[ , v], we would need exactly
breakpoints. Finally, for the total preprocessing time required by TRAP to preprocess landmark , observe that this is determined by the minimum τ -value among the "faraway" destinations from .
In overall, an amount of at most 1 +
are required, in order to sample at the discrete endpoints of the subintervals at the finest needed resolution.
The FLAT oracle
In this section, we describe a new oracle called FLAT. We start by reviewing the approach in [18] , which, in a preprocessing phase, constructs (1 + ε)-upper-approximating functions (travel-time summaries) from ρn uniformly-at-random selected landmarks towards all reachable destinations, using the approximation algorithm BIS that bisects the common axis of departure-times from the landmark until the desired approximation guarantee is achieved for all destinations. Two query algorithms were proposed, FCA and RQA, which provide constant or (1 + σ)-approximations (∀ constant σ > ε) to minimum-travel-times, respectively. FCA is a simple sublinear -time constant-approximation algorithm. It grows an outgoing ball
FCA returns either the exact travel-time value, or the approximate travel-time value via o which is a guaranteed (1 + ε + ψ)-approximation, where ψ is a constant depending on ε, ζ and Λ max , but not on the size of the network. RQA improves the approximation guarantee of the chosen od-path provided by FCA, by exploiting carefully a number of recursive accesses to the preprocessed information, each of which produces (via calls to FCA) additional candidate od-paths. The tuning parameter r ∈ N -the recursion budget -is the depth of the produced recursion tree. RQA works as follows: As long as the destination vertex has not yet been discovered in the explored area around the origin, and there is still some remaining recursion budget, it "guesses" (by exhaustively searching for it) the next vertex w k at the boundary of the current ball, along the (unknown) shortest od-path. Then, it grows a new ball from the new center (
is the approximate suffix subpath provided by the oracle. Observe that sol k uses a longer (optimal) prefix-subpath P k which is then completed with a shorter approximate suffix-subpath Q k • Π k . It is proved in [18] that the minimum-travel-time path among the discovered approximate solutions, which is returned by RQA, achieves a (1 + σ)−approximate travel-time to the query at hand, for any constant σ > ε. The next theorem summarises the achievements of those oracles. 1), that is compliant with Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2, if we conduct the preprocessing using BIS for the construction of travel-time summaries from ρn landmarks chosen uniformly-at-random, then the expected values of preprocessing space S BIS and time P BIS , and query time Q RQA for RQA, are:
N is the recursion depth in RQA (for r = 0 we get FCA). The query algorithms FCA and RQA achieve constant and (1 + σ)-approximation guarantees, for any σ > ε.
When K * ∈ o(n) these oracles can be fine-tuned so that they achieve both sublinear query times and subquadratic preprocessing space. Unfortunately, experimental evidence [17] has demonstrated that it may be the case that K * ∈ Ω(n).
To avoid the dependency on K * , we can develop an oracle whose preprocessing phase is based solely on TRAP. In particular, preprocessing splits the entire period [0, T ) into small, consecutive subintervals of length τ > 0 each. It then provides the crude approximation of TRAP for the unknown travel-time functions in each interval, which unfortunately guarantee (1 + ε)-approximations only for the "faraway" destinations of V [ ](τ ), for each landmark ∈ L (cf. Theorem 3.1).
We can resolve the issue of not possessing summaries for "nearby" destinations, either by letting the query algorithm deal with these "nearby" destinations as soon as they discover a new landmark by growing a small TDD ball around them, or in a preprocessing phase by exploiting BIS for the construction of travel-time summaries for the "nearby" vertices around each landmark under the freeflow metric. The former gives rise to the TRAP-only oracle, while the latter gives rise to FLAT. In the rest of this section, we describe and analyze these oracles.
In either case, we consider the uniform selection of |L| = ρn = n 1−δ landmarks. Assume without loss of generality
. We consider as "nearby" vertices around a landmark , all the vertices at free-flow distance at most R, for some radius R > 0 that will be determined later. F = max ∈L {|B[ ; R]|} is the maximum number of "nearby" balls around any landmark, in the free-flow metric. The following properties are direct consequences of Assumption 2.4.
4.1.
The TRAP-only oracle. The preprocessing of this oracle is based solely on TRAP (as described above) and the query algorithm is an appropriate variant of RQA (we call it RQA + ) which additionally grows a small TDD ball as soon as it settles a new landmark, in order to compute on-the-fly the exact minimum-travel-times (rather than evaluating preprocessed summaries, which do not exist) towards "nearby" destinations. 
, and E Q RQA + ∈ O n δr [n δ + n θ/ν ] polylog(n) . If certain constraints are satisfied for the tuning parameters δ, θ, r of the oracle, then subquadratic-time/space and sublinear query-time are guaranteed.
Observe that, apart from not possessing travel-time summaries for all reachable destinations when using only TRAP, which in turn slows down the query algorithm, another problem of this approach is that it is not always clear how to guarantee the subquadtratic preprocessing-space/time and sublinear query-time. In particular, there are several constraints on the tuning parameters δ, θ, r, which may not be concurrently satisfiable in all possible instances. In the next subsection we propose FLAT, which not only avoids this burden, but it is also faster in the query time.
4.2. The FLAT oracle. The preprocessing phase of FLAT is based on an appropriate combination of BIS and TRAP for constructing travel-time summaries, while the query algorithm is RQA. As it 1 If this is not the case, then we construct a new instance in which each period is the appropriate number of repetitions of the periodic arc-travel-time functions so that the above mentioned assumption holds.
will be explained shortly, it assures subquadratic space requirements independently of the degree of disconcavity K * in the arc-cost metric.
During the preprocessing phase, every landmark ∈ L gets travel-time summaries for all reachable destinations: BIS handles all the (at most F ) "nearby" destinations in B[ ; R], whereas TRAP handles all the "faraway" destinations of V \ B[ ; R]. The space requirements for the summaries created by TRAP are exactly the same as previously. As for the summaries computed by BIS, we avoid the linear dependence of BIS from K * which was the main burden in the oracles of [18] , by assuring that F is sufficiently small (but not too small) and exploiting Assumption 2.3 which guarantees that the involved subgraph B [ ; F ] has size O (F polylog(F ) ).
We start with a lemma showing exactly that BIS is only affected by the concavity-spoiling breakpoints of arc-travel-time functions in B [ ; F ], rather than the entire graph.
Proof of Lemma 4.2. From to the definitions of the involved free-flow Dijkstra balls, the following holds:
The following theorem summarises the complexities of the FLAT oracle. 
we can be sure that 1 ≥ 2θ/ν ≥ 1 + (1 − θ)/(νλ), which in turn guarantees subquadratic preprocessing space by an appropriate choice of δ. In particular, for θ = ν 2 we get E {S FLAT } ∈ O n 2−δ polylog(n) as required. The analysis for P FLAT is analogous.
The time query bound E {Q RQA } ∈ O (1/ρ) r+1 log(1/ρ) polylog(n) = O n (r+1)·δ polylog(n) comes from Theorem 4.1, since FLAT uses RQA as its query algorithm. This bound is guaranteed to be sublinear in n, provided that δ ∈ 0, 1 r+1 .
The HORN oracle
In this section we describe and analyse a hierarchical oracle whose query algorithm is highly competitive against TDD, not only for long-range queries (i.e., having Dijkstra Rank proportional to the network size) but also for medium-and short-range queries, while ensuring subquadratic preprocessing space and time. That is, for a query 
Description of HORN. Our goal is to "guess" the order of Γ[o, d](t o ) for (o, d, t o ).
The guessing is achieved in a way that is typical in online algorithms that have to deal with an unknown parameter: Starting from a small value (say, O( √ n)), we keep growing a ball from (o, t o ), increasing appropriately the value of the guess as the ball grows, until the very first time at which a successful completion of a proper variant of RQA, taking the guess also into account, can be guaranteed. The travel-time returned is that of the best possible od-path among the successfully discovered approximate od-paths so far, via "informed" landmarks, i.e., ones which possess travel-time summaries for d.
The crux is in organizing the preprocessed information in such a way that it is indeed possible for the query algorithm to successfully complete its execution as soon as the "guess" asymptotically matches the value of Γ[o, d](t o ). In each level we create travel-time summaries using the BIS + TRAP scenario. We use the following parameters for the hierarchical construction: γ ∈ (1, 2] determines the levels of discretization for the targeted Dijkstra Ranks. a ∈ (0, 1) is a parameter that determines the speedup of RQA in each level of the hierarchy, compared to the targeted Dijkstra Rank. In particular, if N is the targeted Dijkstra Rank, then RQA should be executed in time O(N a ) if only the landmarks in this level, or higher levels, are allowed to be used. k ∈ N is the number of discrete values of Dijkstra Ranks that we consider. The construction of the preprocessed data for HORN is as follows. For each level i ∈ [k]:
• Set the targeted Dijkstra Rank for level-i to N i = n (γ i −1)/γ i .
• Construct a level-i landmark set L i ⊂ uar(ρ i ) V , by selecting each vertex (independently and uniformly at random) with probability
• Each i ∈ L i acquires travel-time summaries for all (and only those) v ∈ C[ i ], where C[ i ] is the smallest free-flow ball centered at i containing c i = n (γ i −1)/γ i +ξ i vertices, for a sufficiently small constant ξ i > 0. Travel-time summaries to the F i = √ N i "nearby" vertices around ∈ L i are acquired using BIS, while travel-time summaries to the remaining c i −F i "faraway" vertices are acquired using TRAP.
An ultimate level L k+1 ⊂ uar(ρ k+1 ) V of landmarks, with ρ k+1 = n −a/(r+1) , assures that the oracle is also competitive against long-range queries, i.e., with Dijkstra Rank greater than n (γ k −1)/γ k . We choose in this case c k+1 = N k+1 = n and the F k+1 = √ n "nearby" vertices are to be covered by BIS. As for the coverages, ∀ k+1 ∈ L k+1 , we set C[ k+1 ] = V .
The query algorithm for (o, d, t o ), which we call the Hierarchical Query Algorithm (HQA), proceeds as follows: A single ball grows from (o, t o ), until either d is reached, or an Early Stopping Criterion is fulfilled, or the Appropriate Level of Hierarchy of landmarks is reached (whichever occurs first):
and, for a parameter β ≥ 1, the following holds:
. HQA is then informed that i is the appropriate level of the hierarchy to consider. In case that the size of the ball from (o, t o ) exceeds ln(n) · n a(γ k −1)/((r+1)γ k ) , HQA is informed that the appropriate level is k + 1. 
Otherwise, HQA, due to (ALH), considers being at level-i of the hierarchy and continues executing the corresponding variant of RQA, call it RQA i , which uses as its own landmark set M i = ∪ k+1 j=i L j . Observe that RQA i may now fail constructing approximate shortest paths via certain landmarks in M i that it settles, since they may not possess a travel-time summary for d. HQA terminates by returning the best od-path that has been discovered so far, via all settled landmarks which are "informed" (i.e., they have d in their coverage), either by the very first ball from (o, t o ) or by RQA i .
Performance of HORN.
The construction of the required travel-time summaries for HORN is based on the BIS + TRAP preprocessing scenario. 
The next theorem, which is the technically most complicated argument, is that the query-time complexity Q HORN is indeed sublinear in the targeted Dijkstra Rank of the appropriate level in the hierarchy of the landmarks. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We proceed by presenting a sequence of lemmata, which lead to the justification of the theorem. We start with an upper bound on the free-flow distance of a discovered landmark o from d. At this point we do not require that
The following lemma provides an upper bound on the performance guarantee of HQA, when (ESC) is first met and causes termination.
) and settled by the TDD ball that HQA grows from (o, t o ). ∀β ≥ 1, if HQA terminated due to occurrence of (ESC) with this value of β, then HQA assures approximation guarantee at most 1 + ε + ψ β(r+1) . We proceed by studying the first appearance of a level-i landmark within the unique outgoing ball from (o, t o ). The next lemma shows that, with high probability, this first appearance of a level-i landmark will take place in the following ring for level-i:
, the first appearance of a level-i vertex in the ball from (o, t o ) will occur within RIN G[o; i](t o ) with probability at least 1 − 2 ln(n) . The next lemma states that given the actual Dijkstra Rank that we are in seek for, the appropriate level i of the hierarchy is doomed to succeed, meaning that HQA will exit with an approximate solution of the desired guarantee.
−approximate solution is returned, when HQA calls RQA i due to (ALH).
The next lemma states that at no level-j in the hierarcy earlier than the level corresponding to Γ[o, d](t o ), may HQA find a landmark which contains d in its coverage, provided that no (ESC) occurs. urban-traffic road networks, which have motivated this work. Technically, they allow a smooth transition from static metrics on undirected graphs towards time-dependent metrics on directed graphs.
The first assumption, called Bounded Travel-Time Slopes, asserts that the partial derivatives of the minimum-travel-time functions between any pair of origin-destination vertices are bounded in a known fixed interval:
The lower-bound of −1 in the minimum-travel-time function slopes is indeed a direct consequence of the FIFO property, which is typically assumed to hold in several time-dependent networks, such as road networks. Λ max represents the maximum possible rate of change of minimum-travel-times in the network, which only makes sense to be bounded (in particular, independent of the network size) in realistic instances such as the ones representing urban-traffic time-dependent road networks.
The second assumption, called Bounded Opposite Trips, asserts that for any given departure time, the minimum-travel-time from o to d is not more than a constant ζ ≥ 1 times the minimum-traveltime in the opposite direction (but not necessarily along the reverse path).
This is quite natural in road networks, (i.e., it is most unlikely that a trip in one direction is more than 10 times longer than the trip in the opposite direction during the same time period).
A third assumption concerns the relation of the Dijkstra ranks of cocentric balls in the network, with respect to the (static) free-flow metric implied by the time-dependent instance at hand. Its purpose is to bridge the gap between expansion of graph distances (densities of Dijkstra balls) and travel-times in the network. It essentially asserts that, given a particular origin-vertex, if one considers a free-flow ball of a certain size (and travel-time radius) and then expands further this ball to a larger radius (equal to the full-congestion radius in the free-flow ball) then the ball size that we get changes by at most a polylogarithmic factor. The aforementioned assumptions were verified through an experimental analysis on two real-world road networks within the context of [1] , one concerning the urban-area of the city of Berlin and the other concerning the national road network of Germany. Our experimental analysis, presented in Appendix E, shows that for the Berlin data set, Λ max < 0.062, ζ < 1.2, and the maximum ball size expansion factor ≤ 6.7, while for the Germany data set Λ max < 0.22, ζ < 1.1, and the maximum ball size expansion factor ≤ 8.3.
Finally, we need a systematic way to correlate the arc-cost metric (travel-times) with the Dijkstrarank metric induced by it. For this reason, inspired by the notion of the doubling dimension (e.g., [3] and references therein), we consider some scalar λ ≥ 1 and functions f, g : N → [1, ∞), such that the following hold:
Appendix C. Statement of results for the oracles of [18] We provide here a more detailed statement of the results in [18] , which is needed in the analysis of our oracles, in particular in the analysis of HORN.
Theorem 4.1 [18] . For any time-dependent network with m n ∈ O(1), that is compliant with Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2, if we conduct the preprocessing using BIS for the construction of travel-time summaries from ρn landmarks chosen uniformly-at-random, then the expected values of preprocessing space S BIS and time P BIS , and query time Q RQA for RQA, are: E {S BIS } ∈ O ρn 2 (K * + 1) , E {P BIS } ∈ O ρn 2 (K * + 1) log(n) log log(K max ) , and E {Q RQA } ∈ O (1/ρ) r+1 log (1/ρ) log log(K max ) , where r ∈ N is the recursion depth in RQA (for r = 0 we get FCA). For the approxmation guarantees the following hold: FCA returns either an exact od-path, or an approximate od-path via a landmark o s.t.
is the minimum-travel-time to the closest landmark, and ψ = 1 + Λ max (1 + ε)(1 + 2ζ + Λ max ζ) + (1 + ε)ζ is a cost-metric dependent constant. RQA returns, for given recursion budget r ∈ N, an od-path that guarantees stretch 1 + σ, where
Appendix D. Missing proofs
Proof of Lemma 3.1. By Assumption 2.1, for any departure-time t ∈ (t s , t f ) from and any destination vertex v ∈ V , the following inequalities hold:
Combining the two inequalities we get the following bounds: ∀v ∈ V, ∀t ∈ [t s , t f ):
Exploiting the fact that each minimum-travel-time function from to any destination v ∈ V and departure time from [t s , t f ) respects the above mentioned upper and lower bounds, one could use a simple continuous, pwl approximation of D[ , v] within this interval: 
Analogously, (t m , D m ) is also the intersection of two lines. Therefore:
We start with the upper bound on the maximum absolute error:
Our goal is to assure that this last upper bound of ∆[ , v](t) is in turn upper bounded by (1 + ε) · D[ , v](t). Based on the expression of ∆[ , v](t), and exploiting also the fact that τ ≥ max{t−t s , t f −t}, a sufficient condition for this to hold, is the following:
This sufficient condition is independent of the actual departure time t ∈ [t s , t f ), and only depends on the travel-time values at the endpoints t s and t f , and also on the length τ of the departure-times subinterval that we choose.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Observe that, by Assumption 2.4, we have:
Moreover:
Proof of Theorem 4.2. The preprocessing scenario with the TRAP method samples minimum-traveltimes at exactly
Therefore, the preprocessing-time is dominated by the aggregate time for all these TDD probes, which is at most O g(n) (1−θ)/ν n 2+(1−θ)/(νλ)−δ polylog(n) . Since (1 − θ)/ν ∈ O(1) ad g(n) ∈ polylog(n), we conclude that E {P TRAP } ∈ O n 2+(1−θ)/(νλ)−δ polylog(n) .
As for the required preprocessing space, for each pair of consecutive sample departure-times, TRAP creates at most one additional breakpoint per destination vertex. Therefore:
νλ , it holds that E {P TRAP } , E {S TRAP } ∈ O n 2−β , for some properly chosen value β > 0, i.e., subquadratic preprocessing time and space can be assured, independently of the degree of disconcavity in the arc-cost metric.
As for the query-time complexity, RQA + opens a small Dijkstra ball from each landmark that it discovers, of size F polylog(F ), by Assumption 2.3). The expected number of balls that RQA + grows is (1/ρ) r from each ball center (as in RQA) and (1/ρ) r from the corresponding closest landmarks. The expected query-time is
∈ polylog(n) and λ ∈ O(1). In order to guarantee sublinear query time, it must hold that δ < min Proof of Theorem 5.1. Since we have k + 1 levels in which we apply the preprocessing for different variants of the FLAT oracle, the total preprocessing space and time requirements are the sums of the corresponding requirements for all these variants. Therefore:
where the last equality exploits the appropriate choices of the ξ i constants. An analogous analysis also holds for the expected preprocessing time of HORN.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. By Assumption 2.2 we know that:
By Assumption 2.1 we also know that:
We look for a particular departure-time t o −x o , and the corresponding minimum-travel-time
, so as to be at the origin o exactly at time t o . That is:
Finally, we upper-bound the free-flow distance of o from d by exploiting the triangle inequality:
which is exactly the desired inequality.
By the analysis of FCA (cf. [18] ) we can easily deduce that
is an upper bound on the approximation guarantee provided by FCA (which is indeed simulated by HQA until the determination of the appropriate level in the hierarchy), we conclude that the eventual solution that will be provided by HQA is at least as good, since (ESC) caused its termination, returning the best approximate solution seen so far, among which is also the one that goes via o .
Proof of Lemma 5.3. Assume that a ball B of size b = |B| ∈ N, centered at (o, t o ) has already been grown. The probability that none of the vertices is a level-i landmark (i.e., from L i ) is (1 − ρ i ) b ≤ exp(−bρ i ). Thus, we conclude that:
Moreover, by the Markov inequality, for the random variable |B ∩L i |, with expectation E {|B ∩ L i |} = bρ i we know that:
In this section we summarise some early experimental results conducted for FLAT and HORN on two real-world instances in the context of [1] , one concerning the urban-area of the city of Berlin and the other concerning the national road network of Germany. We start with an experimental validation of Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3.
In Table 1 the results of 10, 000 random origin-destination queries are presented, in order to check the values of the parameters Λ min , Λ max and ζ. Our findings for both instances is that it is indeed the case that these values are very small. Table 1 . λ min , λ max are the min / max arc-travel-time slopes observed in the instance. Λ min , Λ max are the min / max minimum-travel-time slopes observed during the experimentation. ζ avg and ζ max are the average value and the worst value observed for ζ. Table 2 presents the average and worst-case expansions of balls from 5, 000 randomly chosen origins, in order to verify Assumption 2.3. Again, the observed values are pretty small (in our assumption we consider an expansion by at most a polylogarithmic factor in the network size).
Original Table 2 . "FF Rank" is the choice of a free-flow ball, to start with. "Avg Rank" and "Max Rank" is the average and maximum free-flow ball after the expansion indicated in Assumption 2.3.
We proceed by presenting some preliminary experimental evaluation for variants of FLAT. The results are already quite encouraging, demonstrating speedups up to three orders of magnitude and observed relative error less than 0.74%, compared to the performance of TDD. We tested our oracles in instance of Berlin, which corresponds to a typical weekday instance (Tuesday) for the metropolitan area of Berlin, with roughly 4.74K vertices and 1.13M arcs.
We tried several landmark sets: Various refinements of uniform and random landmark selection (RANDOM, SPARSE-RANDOM and IMPORTANT-RANDOM), partition-based approaches (based on METIS [19] and KaHIP [16] partitions) in which the landmark set consists of all the boundary vertices of the partition, and hybrid methods. The space requirements for the Berlin instance were for 13.5MB per landmark, to store the travel-time summaries for all reachable destinations. This is already a significant improvement on the space requirements of at least 35MB per landmark in [17] . Moreover, exploiting the inherent parallelisation of the preprocessing phase, we have managed to degrease the preprocessing-time per landmark from 48.9 seconds to 8.15 seconds. We have tested three different query algorithms, FCA, RQA and a heuristic called FCA + , which grows a unique ball from the origin until a given number (say, 6, or 7) landmarks are settled. Then it returns the best possible approximate solution at hand. The best speedup over TDD that we have observed is more than 1, 248. Table 3 . Query performance of FCA, FCA + and RQA, with respect to the machineindependent Dijkstra-rank metric, at 2.64sec resolution. Table 4 summarises the preliminary experimental evaluation of the oracles presented and analysed in this work, with respect to the travel-time metric. For sake of comparison, we also present the experimental results for the two most successful landmark sets presented in [17] , namely, the KaHIP set K 2000 and the RANDOM set R 2000 , for which we have executed the experiments on the same platform as for the new landmark sets. The new landmark sets that we test here are two refinements of random landmark sets (SR 2000 and IR 2000 ), and the hybrid landmark set H 2000 which combines KaHIP landmarks with RANDOM landmarks. Moreover, for sake of fairness of comparison between the query algorithms, in the heuristic FCA + we fix the number of closest landmarks around the origin to a given value of 7, indepedently of the behavior of RQA. In [17] we first executed RQA and consequently executed FCA + with the same number of landmarks that RQA had just settled, but this was advantageous for FCA + . It is finally mentioned that all variants of FLAT perform much better for long-range queries, as was anticipated. HORN was designed to assure analogous performances for short-range / medium range queries. Preliminary tests that we have conducted confirm also in practice that the surprising performance for long-range queries is also transferred to all queries, independently of their actual
